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>projektgruppe<
>projektgruppe< is based in Hamburg. We work since ten years as an independant
and interdisciplinary group of artists and . For our activities we intentionally decided
not to run a space but work out projects for locations and circumstances. We are
an open collective that
for its activities collaborates with other artists and art related people.
Since we work project orientated, we take the documentation of the projects
serious. That's why for most of our things we did some publications.
As one of our last projects we started editing the "journal for Northeast issues"
and in combination with this journal we initiated the "room for Northeast reading".
Lisbon stories", our proposal for your video project "Old habits..." would be taken
from the library of this 'reading room'. Please tell me, if you are to play it.
Waiting for your answer. Christoph Rauch for: >projektgruppe<

ABOUT >projektgruppe<
Projects are developed by people who wish to reflect and to act, to transform their
thoughts into pratice, to modify reality. Projects need occasions to derive from,
surroundings to be situated in, social relations to interact with. >projektgruppe< is
an interdisciplinary collaborative practice based in Hamburg and active in cities of
Northeastern and Southeastern Europe. A list of publications related to the projects
can be found on: www.projektgruppe.org

“Lisbon Stories”
Ivan Yegoroff /
Alexander Podoprigorov
Description of the selected video:
Lisbon Stories by Ivan Yegoroff, script by Alexander Podoprigorov
approx. 12 min.
Portugal. Autumn."
2 persons meeting on the bridge to the Pregel island. In the background: the
pompous building which was designed to be the council building of Kaliningrad,
but which has stood vacant for more than 25 years now.)
Man: "Hey"
Woman: "Hi!"
Man: "Haven't seen you for ages!"
Woman: "Maybe you've been looking the wrong way?"
Man: "Hey, I've got something cooking."
Woman: "Tough luck."
Woman: "I'm leaving for Helsinki tomorrow."
Man: "Let's just find a place to sit down."
Woman: "Sorry not now. You see, I have a lot to do today. Maybe tonight?"
Man: "See you at 8 pm then, by the temple of Vasco da Gama."

